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Backgrounds: Assessment of Right Ventricular (RV) function is important, but it is difficult to assess RV morphology and function because of its 
complexity.
Aims: We assessed the rapid feasibility and reliability of 4 dimensional echocardioghraphy (4DE) to measure RV structure and function. The 
accuracy was assessed by comparison with cine Cardiac MRI (CMR).
Methods:  24 subjects (53±20years, male=17) were included (IHD=9, CHF=8, healthy volunteers=7). Echocardiography was performed using 4DE 
(VividE9, GE healthcare) and Echo PAC PC version110.03. RV analysis was performed using RV Volume Analysis Software version1.0 (TomTec) by 
independent 2 observers who were unaware of clinical information. RV end-diastolic volume (EDV), RV end-systolic volume (ESV) and RV ejection 
fraction (EF) were calculated by 4DE and CMR (Avanto, 1.5T, Argus function, Siemens inc).
Results:  Each 2 independent observers were able to measure RV-4DE and RV analyses within 2 minutes (mean=95±10sec) with only one trial. 
RVEF by 4DE had good intra-observer (3.3%, 5%) and inter-observer variability (7%, 4%, 4%) with only one trial. RVEDV, RVESV, RVEF were correlated 
accurately with CMR values (r=0.94, r=0.95, r=0.92, p<0.001). RV fractional area change didn’t correlated with CMR derived RVEF (r=0.1, p=0.64).
Conclusions:  RV assessment by real-time 4DE with emerging RV analysis software system has strong correlation with CMR measurement.
 
